Global Equity Segment

Trading global equities on the world’s most international exchange

What is the Global Equity Segment?
The Global Equity Segment (GES) is the latest innovation from London Stock Exchange. With GES, investors are able to trade global securities, initially certain US blue chips and US-listed Asian ADRs during London hours.

How does it work?
Utilising a well-established CREST Depository Interest (CDI) workflow means investors can trade and settle the international security in London quickly, cheaply and efficiently.

What are the benefits of using the Global Equity Segment?
– Trade global equities on the world’s most international exchange
– Trade during a convenient time zone
– Trade in USD
– No stamp duty

Buy in London, Sell in New York
The ability to move CDIs quickly and easily between markets allows for cross-border execution and settlement within a T+2 settlement cycle. Investors can buy securities in London and sell in New York on the same day during regular trading hours. Both trades would then settle T+2 in respective markets.
Global Equity Segment

US names available on GES include*:
- Alphabet
- Amazon
- Apple
- Coca-cola
- Chevron
- Exxon
- General Motors
- Johnson & Johnson
- Paypal
- Pfizer

Chinese names available on GES include*:
- Alibaba
- Baidu
- Ctrip
- CNOOC
- Futu
- JD.com
- Petrochina
- Sina
- Tencent Music
- Up Fintech

*Full list available at www.lseg.com/globalequitysegment

To find out more, contact
London Stock Exchange team
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7382 7650
lse-enquiry@lseg.com
www.lseg.com/globalequitysegment

Membership and any potential trading activity with London Stock Exchange plc are subject to applicable Chinese laws and regulations. This factsheet is for information purposes only;
London Stock Exchange Group plc has made reasonable efforts to ensure that the information contained in this factsheet is correct at the time of printing, but shall not be liable for any decisions made in reliance on it.